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Tentative interpretations 
(1) ≠ meaning for ≠ LF Jovian radio components; nKOM & nLF +(10) => emission produced at ~fpe 
or fUH(Io torus, plasmasphere, plasma sheet boundaries) → See Poster of Boudouma et al.

(1,7) peak mid-latitude occ. of nKOM and nLF →  emission beamed // grad(Ne)? (nLF frequent in 
Juno data while rarely observed from near-equator) → See Poster of Boudouma et al.

(1) refraction on bKOM (auroral!) on the equatorial plasma →  ray-tracing studies; consistent with 
(10) bKOM better organized in centrifugal latitude (although sources organized along B lines)

(1,4) QP bursts beamed towards high latitudes by propagation effects from high latitude sources ?

(9) QP occurrence extremely high (> 80%) at high latitudes, & better organized in mag. latitude → 
active auroral-related process 

(2,3) N/S asymmetry related to asymmetric Jovian B field (& plasma), but no simple explanation 
available

(8,10) asymmetry of auroral & Io-DAM freq. ranges → CMI emission ~fce & Jovian B field stronger in 
the North; larger N occurrence less easy to explain

(8) emission observability ≠ ExPRES predictions → oblate emission cone model of Galopeau (2016) 
(cone opening < (B,∇B) plane than perpendicular to it)

(9) HOM occurrence (≤ 6-8 MHz) > auroral-DAM, especially S, & HOM emissions less intense → 
relationship HOM/DAM ?

(9) Io-DAM occurrence lowest but = potentially visible emissions (arc duration / Io's orbital period = 
1-5% = observed) → Io-DAM ~ permanent


Future studies based on the catalog and absolute flux densities 
• Occurrence and intensity variations vs CML and frequency (Imai et al. 2011, K2 => extend to Juno 
data up to 40 MHz) 
• Occurrence and intensity variations vs observer's LT => dawn/dusk asymmetry ? // UV ? 
• Separate studies per Jovian radio component, compare statistical properties (3 to 9 years → 
statistical basis x3): long-term SW effects,  
   variations of solar EUV flux, seasonal variations ? 
    → understand origin, beaming and relations between components

Figure 2. Example of two 24-hour dynamic spectra of 
processed Juno/Waves data (DoY 88 and 201 of 2017). 
Catalogued events are indicated by the white contours 
and labels. The ubiquitous drifting features below 150 kHz 
are bKOM, emission patches and arcs not otherwise 
identified above 3 MHz are auroral HOM and DAM 
emissions.

Figure 4. Intensity normalized to a distance of 1 AU (in W/
m2/Hz) of each Jovian radio component as a function of 
Juno's magnetic latitude and frequency. Latitude bins are 1° 
wide and frequencies are those of Juno/Waves channels.

Figure 3. Occurrence probability of each Jovian radio 
component as a function of Juno's magnetic latitude and 
frequency. Latitude bins are 1° wide and frequencies are 
those of Juno/Waves channels.

Figure 1. (a) Jovicentric latitudes explored by Juno as a function of 
the distance between DoY 100 of 2016 (2016/04/09) and DoY 172 of 
2019 (2019/06/21). The distance scale is logarithmic between 1 and 
30. The processing pipeline is based on data recorded at latitudes 
within ±4° of the equator (magnetic latitude within ±14°) and beyond 
30 RJ (dash-dotted lines). (b) Time (in minutes) spent by Juno within 
each 1° bin of latitude during this 3-year interval (solid line). The 
dashed line is the time spent by Juno at distances ≥30 RJ . The thick 
line, within ±4° of latitude, corresponds to the data used in our 
processing pipeline (the peak around +10° corresponds to Juno's 
approach trajectory).processing pipeline (the peak around +10° 
corresponds to Juno's approach trajectory).

Table: Frequency ranges covered by each component. The limits in 
parentheses fall into the HFR-low band and thus only concern the 
few events detected near the perijoves. For our statistical study, we 
exclude the HFR-low band thus the frequency ranges used are 
those not in parentheses.

Appendix : Flux density estimation of Juno/Waves
Pre-processing of Juno/Waves data Converting pre-processed data


→ flux densities

Main conclusions 
(1) All low-frequency components (nLF, nKOM, bKOM, QP) display minimum 
occurrence near the equator, maxima at 

     mid-latitudes, except QP bursts (max ~ ±90°)

(2) All radio components except HOM have a highly asymmetric occurrence in 
latitude; nLF, nKOM, bKOM and QP have their 

     overall lat.-freq. pattern shifted to the South; minimum occurrence of bKOM is 
centered ~ +10° latitude, with asymmetric

     gradients on both sides

(3) nLF and bKOM show higher occurrences in the South

(4) QP bursts have a higher occurrence in the North, with a larger extent towards 
lower latitudes in the North; low occurrence 

     at low latitudes, increases toward higher freq. at high lat. (QP bursts ~ uniformly 
intense at all latitudes)

(5) bKOM occurrence has high-latitude extents at 10-60 kHz

(6) nLF and nKOM occurrences have high latitude extents (up to ±80°) at resp. 
20-50 kHz and 30-60 kHz; similar morphologies, 

     very ≠ from that of bKOM => unique component?

(7) Occurrence of nLF and nKOM ~0 at the highest N and S latitudes (this is also 
the case for Io-DAM but we rather attribute it 

     to a selection effect)

(8) Auroral DAM and Io-DAM reach higher frequencies in the North than in the 
South; high-frequency emission absent below 

     < -5° to -10° suggesting that N emission is not detected from the S hemisphere 
(and vice-versa?)

(9) Order of decreasing occurrence: QP bursts, bKOM, HOM, auroral DAM and nLF, 
and finally nKOM and Io-DAM

(10) Auroral HOM and DAM, Io-DAM, and QP components better organized in 
magnetic latitude; nLF and bKOM better 

      organized in centrifugal lat.; unclear for nKOM
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